
AEC STAFF COMMENTS ON ALLEGATIONS OF CONGRESSMAN BALOS OF THE
CONGRESS OF MICRONESIA 408250

Mr. Bales is speaking presumably on behalf of his constituents of the
R

Marshalls District including the 239 Marshallese who were exposed to fallout

from the Bravo Test of March 1, 1954, on Bikini Atoll.

Mr. Bales’ allegations primarily concern three points, (1) that the United

States “knowingly and consciously u allowed the people of Rongelap and Utirik

.’.
to be exposed to fallout from the 1954 weapons test detonation; (2) that the

●

Rongelapese have been inadequately compensated monetarily; and (3) that the

medical care they have received subsequent to their exposure has been of

questionable quality. The allegations also relate to the administration of

the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands and hence to the Office of Terri-

tories, Department of Interior. That Office could be contacted for its views

regarding this relationship.

To give proper perspective to Mr. Bales” statements, a condensed narrative

description of

items which he

A list of

the area and events follows, going into more detail on those

specifically decries.

references is attached. The first four provide an excellent

overview of the Bravo test; two of the four detail the immediate responses and

medical c’areprovided the Rongelap and Utirik people. The remaining references,

not specifically cited, deal with the follow-up medical surveys which became

annua 1. The observations have been published without restriction or

qualification.
t
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Geography of the Proving Ground and Background
of the “Bravo” test of March 1, 1954

The ?farshall Islands are a group of atolls which mark off the southern

boundary of the Nor<h Pactfic Basin, lying about 10° north latitude roug~~y

halfway between the Hawaiian Islands on the east and the Marianna Islands on

the west. The only inhabited places between the Marshalls and the Aleutians

north of the fiftieth latitude are Wake Island about 500 miles due north and

Midway Island about 2700 miles north-northeast. This open area to the north

and”west of the Marshalls was a major consideration in the selection of

Eniwetok and Bikini Atolls, lying about 200 miles apart on an east-west line

at

of

the westernmost end of the Marshall chain,

nuclear weapons (l).

The Marshallese who inhabited Bikini and

for the testing of new generations

Eniwetok were transported, after

proper negotiations and settlements, to newly-built villages on other atolls

or islands before the technical buildup began for the first test in July 1946 (1),,

The reference cited describes among other things the environmental surveys under

AEC sponsorship that preceded and followed these tests.

The first two tests in the Marshalls were conducted without incident at

Bikini Atoll (4). The next nine were at Eniwetok, three in 1948, four in 1951,

and two in 1952. The eighth in this series, the first experimental thermonuclear

device, probably approached the megaton range. The cloud top penetrated into the

stratosphere and created appreciable amounts of fallout. As planned, the fallout

from this detonation was carried away by a wind blowing from the east-northeast.

Some of the radioactive debris fell into the lagoon, and on the narrow band of
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uninhabited islands, and in the ocean beyond (l). No people were involved

although plants and sea life and the detonation area exhibited radioactivity.

Also, as more fully appreciated later, the

stratosphere would be subject to worldwide

The Bravo Test

radioactivity injected into the

distribution.

, March 1, 1954

Bikini Atoll was selected for the next four tests beginning with the

Bravo test of March 1, 1954. Four additional tests at Bikini followed by a

sixth test on Eniwetok lagoon completed the “Castle” series of that year;

these latter five were uneventful. Bravo, however, was the first test of a

high-yield fission-fusion device designed to be in the multi-megaton range;

also, it was expected to produce fallout similar to that of the thermonuclear

test of 1952 and amp’leprecautions were taken. The task force was careful to

follow the standard injunction of detonating only when the meteorological

conditions would ensure that the close-in fallout would be carried out over

the uninhabited ocean. To reinforce that end, a precautionary no-entry zone

was established for ships and aircraft extending about 335 miles east to west

and 150 miles north to south around the Eniwetok-Bikini Atolls.

On March 1, 1954, the meteorological conditions were judged to be

suitable to

15 megatons

adherent to

the island.

conduct the detonation. The explosion attained an estimated

and yielded unusual amounts of radionuclides and fission products

or dissolved in the coralline rock melted up from the surface of

Much of this debris was injected into the stratosphere for the

cloud topped out at about 100,000 feet. Some of the expected close-in fallout

.
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was captured, however, by an undetected stratum of wind blowing from west

to east, although all the remaining winds continued to be from the east or

southeast. Thus , a fraction of the fallout was transported almost due east,

diffusing outward, becoming more dilute and losing its burden of radioactive

particulate to the surface as it moved.

The southern edge of this plume grazed Ailinginae Atoll about 90 miles

east-southeast of Bikini, and the southern part passed over Rongelap and

Rongerik Atolls about 120 and 160 miles, respectively, just south of east from

Bikini. “By the time the plume reached Utirik Atoll some 320 miles east of

Bikini, it had become diffuse and most of the fallout had taken place; Utirik

therefore received only comparatively low-level contamination. Details of the

numbers of people exposed, approximate time of beginning exposure to the fallout,

time of evacuation from the island, and best estimate of total air dose from

external gamma radiation in roentgens are given in Table I. In addition to the

external dose, there was also an internal dose to the thyroid gland from radio-

nuclides of iodine, the magnitude of which for adults was estimated with a large

factor of error to have been about equal to the external gamma exposure (2).

It is worth noting that the task force personnel had been evacuated from

Eniwetok and Bikini Atolls into ships stationed about 30 miles to the east of

Bikini on the supposedly upwind, safe side of the expected fallout pattern (l).

About an hour after detonation, however, the ships’ radiation detectors began

to register increasing levels of radiation and all personnel were ordered

Rad-safe aircraft in the meanwhile had detected

so that ships moved out of its path and after a

and charted the anomalous

time were decontaminated.

below.

plume

. . . . . . .. .. .. . _=, . .- ..__ ..____—, ...— -. -,- . -,- . . --- . .





In time all the Rongelapese recovered from this acute radiation sickness.

The skin lesions healed except for small areas of loss of pigmentation,

hyperpigmentation, some atrophy of hair follicles, and scattered foci of

hyperkeratinization (2). With the exception of the thyroid problems to

develop later these people have not shown other lesions or illness that

clearly are radiation-related, although such changes have been searched for

during each subsequent annual medical survey.

The only clinical or laboratory signs of possible radiation origin found

among Utirik people while they were on Kwajalein were slight, transient

reductions of blood platelets, lymphocytes, and neutrophils. These were found

only in some persons and disappeared promptly (2). Their clinical symptomatology

was negative excepting the upper respiratory infections and gastroenteritis

common to all personnel on Kwajalein at that time. After two months’ observation

and treatment on Kwajalein, the Utirik people were returned to their home atoll.

An extensive radiological and environmental survey, which served as a prototype

for similar subsequent observations, had found the foods, water supplies, and

terrain of Utirik acceptable for habitation.

Surveys of Rongelap and Ailinginae indicated the radiation levels were

unacceptably high, so the Rongelapese were resettled in a newly-constructed

village on Ejit Island of Majuro Atoll about July 1, 1954 (l). While they

recuperated and prospered on Ejit, they were not

“their land.” Their repeated requests to return

series of resurveys and when the radiation doses

happy because Ejit was not

to Rongelap resulted in a

from the decaying fallout had

-.,’Z’. F,., ,, . . ;,. ~ .-
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declined to acceptable levels, a new model village was built according to the

style preferred by the Rongelapese. On June Z9, 1957, the people of Rongelap,

now

the

was

numbering 250, were repatriated. They came home to the finest homes with

best support facilities to be found on any such an isolated atoll.

Medical Observations on the Marshallese after their Repatriation

The Atomic Energy Commission, by way of its Division of Biology and Medicine,

centrally involved in these operations both as to medical and environmental

effects and”radiological safety (l). When the Marshallese returned to a more or

less civilian status, the Division undertook to carry on the series of medical

surveys and continue the environmental surveillance of the test area.

Dr. Robert A. Conard, who had been a member of the survey teams for the second

(1956) and third (1957) examinations post-exposure, was chosen to organize and

lead the annual surveys. Each year since then, he has led a team of medical

specialists to the Islands to examine the exposed people plus unexposed

comparison populations of Marshallese.

As a Senior Staff Member of the Medical Department of Brookhaven National

Laboratory, Dr. Conard is in a specially favorable position to obtain the nation’s

best medical collaborations and laboratory’s support. For example, when urine

samples collected from the Rongelapese before and after returning to Rongelap Atoll

suggested tl~atthe people misht be acquiring increased but still low-body burdens

of certain radionuclides from the residual fallout in the soil, a whole-body

counter was transported to the Islands to maintain surveillance over these

biopllysical parameters. It was found that tilebody burdens of certain radionuclides

were higher than those of people in the United States, but they still were far

below the guidelines established by the Federal Radiation Council, now EPA.
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When signs of thyroid abnormalities appeared in the 1964 annual survey,

the actions taken were prompt and effective.’ Surgery was performed at the

U. S. Naval Hospital on Guam and subsequent cases were treated in the

United States. One or more outstanding thyroid specialists have accompanied

the team each year since 1964. During the years 1964 to 1971, additional cases

of thyroid disease developed in the exposed population ranging from hypothyroidism

with deficient growth to modularity of the gland to malignant adenocarcinoma.

The majority of people affected had been under 10 years of age at the time of

exposure . Prompt surgical treatment and/or daily thyroid hormone therapy

brought the situation under control. The observations

and accepted by medical authorities. A summary of the

disease in the exposed populations following the March

have been widely published

incidence of thyroid

1971 survey is enclosed.

The }larsl~alleseon Utirik who received low exposures (less than 15 Roentgens)

have been visited by Dr. Conard and the teams at three to four-year intervals.

It has been reported that the Utirik people are of two minds about this schedule:

On the one hand they feel neglected, particularly by comparison to the Rongelapese;

on the other they are happy not to be examined and have blood drawn.

Non-Medical Problems which Relate to the Medical Surveys

Possibly the most troublesome problem originates from a legal complaint

styled Abia et al. v. United States, Trial Division, High Court Trust Territory

of the Pacific Islands. This was received by the High Commissioner in Guam with

the request tha~ he effect service upon the United States. In essence it sought

a sum of $8,500,000 for property damage, radiation sickness, burns, physical and
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mental agony, loss of consortium, and medical expenses (past, present, future>

,
and undetermined) by virtue of negligence on the part of the United States in

the Bravo detonation. The process was never served because a Court had held

---—------that-theTrust. Territory (Kwajalein) constituted,a foreign country and therefore

. ...,.-..-—......_._.——_......_.—
‘--’jurisdiction was lacking (253 F. 2d 838 (C.A. 2 1958)) and (357 U.S. 936). A

plea did reach the Trusteeship Council of the United Nations on April 28, 1960.

This led the Department of State to favor the introduction of legislation in

the Congress of the United States to provide relief for the people of Rongelap,

the compensation being based on humanitarian principles.

Mr. Wayne Aspinall introduced the Bill H.R. 1988 to provide for settlement

of claims of certain residents of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

It was

and by

became

reported out favorably by H. R. 110, March 21, 1963 (to accompany H. R. 1988)

S. Rept. 1257, July 29, 1964 (to accompany H.R. 1988 with amendment) and

Public Law 88-485, 88th Congress, H.R. 1988, August 22, 1964. In brief it

authorized payment by the Secretary of the Interior of $950,000 less fees for

legal services to the 82 inhabitants of Rongelap, or to their survivors, affected

by radiation exposures sustained
j

March 1, 1954. This payment was

claims against t’neUnited States

individual or his heirs received

following the thermonuclear detonation of

made in full settlement and discharge of all

arising out of the detonation. Each exposed

approximately $11,000 as a lump sum.

The people on Utiri.k who received 14 roentgens are said to feel that they

.nadbeen discriminated against vis-a-vis the Rongelapese: They also were removed

to Majuro, examined,

exposure fortunately

proportion to dose.

tested, and taken back to thzir atoll; and while their

was low, they desired at least a token payment, perhaps in

No one appears to have taken their point of view very

seriously until recently.
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Steps have been taken to make available to the Trust Territory $16,000

from the AEC to provide inconvenience payment to the people of Utirik.

However, it is our understanding that the procedure for the disposition of

these funds has not been decided.

A Misconception of Medical Responsibility

Dr. Conard has suggested that the Marshallese have probably never accepted

the idea that the objectives and professional responsibilities of the Medical

Survey team are quite different from those of the Health Department of the Trust

Territories . The Mediccl Survey teams have the objective of evaluating the

health status of those exposed to fallout radiations and certain others who

serve as a control population. In order to accomplish the survey on an island

or atoll, it was found useful for reasons of good public relations to set up a

“sickcall,” i.e., outpatient clinics, for the people in general. This is done

with the kno-t:ledgeand active cooperation of the Health Department of the Trust

Territories .

The physicians in the Health Department on the other hand are responsible

for the day-to-day general medical care of about 100,000 people who live in

small groups on islands or atolls scattered over an area of the Pacific equal

to that of the United States. Considering the logistic problems and the dearth

of physicians willing to practice under these conditions, the Health Department

performs” its duties vet-ycreditably. Tl~eSul-vey Team is concerned only with

diagnosis and evaluation unless a very serious condition is found or an acute

disease is develo~]in[:. Definitive trcatnwn~ is kept at a minimum by the Survey

Team since that is properly the responsibility of the attending physicians of the

Medical Department of the Trust Territories.
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Misconceptions about The Lucky Dragon

The Marshallese and others seem to have a mistaken understanding about

the compensation qiven the 23 Japanese fishermen aboard the Lucky Dragon that

was in an area about 85 miles east of Bikini as the Bravo test detonated (1, 3).

The boat appears to have been close to the center of the fallout pattern for the

men and the surfaces of the boat received a covering of fallout material.

Although the men began to suspect what the material might be, they knew nothing

of decontamination procedures and were exposed for 14 days during the voyage

back to Japan. Within two days after docking, news of their exposure became

an international concern. The men were soon diagnosed as suffering from

radiation sickness and hospitalized. One man died six months later (Sept. 23, 1954)

of a complicating infectio~s hepatitis while the remainder were discharged on

May 10, 1955. The radiation doses to the men could not be computed.

When it was found that fish in the hold of the Lucky Dragon were also

contaminated and that fish being sold on the markets in .Japanese cities were

contaminated with radioactivity, the Pacific Ocean fishing industry was severely

affected. The Japanese were especially affected as much of the protein in tfieir

diet cocces from the sea. Although the Bravo detonation probably contributed

most of the radioactivity detected at that time, it came to be recognized that

other tests may have contributed fission productions and radionuclides that were

reaching people via the sea-plankton-fish-man sequence.
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On January 4, 1955, the United States t<ndered ~ &rati:i the sum of

$2 million to the Government of Japan for purposes of compensation for

injuries and damages sustained as a result of nuclear tests in the Marshall

Islands in 1954. <The Japanese Cabinet decided to earmark 75% as coinpensation

to all the components of tlietuna indtistry; $108,000 was allocated to the

port city and the hospitals which i~ad incurred costs in caring for the affected

fishermen; and $151,000 was divided betweer. the owner and cre~w of the Lucky

Dragon, the fishermen receiving an average of about $5,500 each. Mr. Bales

repeats a belief many Marshallese seem to have - that the entire $2 million

was divicled among 23 Japanese fishermen, whe~-eas, only $0.9 million was

divided among 82 people who are friends and wards cf the United States znd

innclcerttvictims . We are not in a position to evaluate how important Lhis .

rnisapprche~sion is.

At present Dr. Conard is in the Marshall Islands wi~h a medical team

for the annual survey. Tt~isyear the team is being joined by two Japai]ese

physicians. Upon completion of the survey we will be pleased to provide

additional information.
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THE CURR1lNX STATUS OF THYROID DISEASE A?YON~

TEIEMAR.SHALLESE ExPOSED TO ??liLLOW~FRO>l
THE BRAVO TEST, MARCH 1, 195~+

(The fcllcwing data are taken from an informal report by Dr. Conard da~ed i,12[)/71)

The

I.

current stztss may be cpdated as follcws:

Yoxi-igRongelapese exposed tG fallout Karc’n 1, 1954, when they vJzTe

1 to 8 years of age. (Estimated dose: 175 rads external gamma
p~~s 6~0 to 1400 rem internal irradiation.)

Total - 19

1. Currently normal.by clinical =ildbioc~emical tests.
(There ma’: be a slight u~evenness >f the gland in,
one patient-,)

2. Currently hypothyroid with minimal modularity.
Respondin2 satisfactorily to oral thyroid hormone
there.py.

3. K~ve undergone. surgery in the U. S. prior to 1969
because of iloduiar thyroid disc.2se; histologic
diag~osi~ of aciencmatous goiter and Huertnle cell
‘tumor, Respondii,g satisfactorily to oral thyroid
ho~none ~~l~r~py wit?. me exczpt;o?i: This patient
shows SOne Ci-il;;fge??nf?nt tit the rp~ri~llt of thy~-oid
left frm 2 par:ial Lh~/uoidectorn}7in 1954; as she
has no: folio-,:edher post-operaLive thyroid hormone
rep,ime?.,L1lCCC i: q.les:ion 2S tc) T.:\-lethershe should

have furt!~er siirgery. 11 (58%)

4, Young people operated on for thyroid disease dcrin~
August 1969 antirecovered. D<.agnoses: Prinary
benign adenoxatous goiter in two and papillary
adencma of serious grade malignancy tn one.

(None of six Ailii~giz:~echiici-cer,exposed to an estimated external
dose of 69 Y.2dS ha~:e sko:m ~~lj-roj-d dysfunction.)

II. Surviving adul~ Rongelapese exposed to fallout. (Estimated dose:
175 rads external plus 1.60rem interi>al irradiation.)

Total - 34

1. Papillary caucinoma removed surgically at age 41.
No recurrc’nce. Taking oral. thyroid horrnoi~etherapy.

2 (11%)

3 (16%)

3 (16X)
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2. Small nodule at age 40 which disappeared under oral
thyroid hormone therapy. 1

3. This patient operated on in 1969 for removal of
an in~.asive adenorria;has recovered satisfactorily 1

(All the above in T and II who underwent surgery appear to be in
good health without evidence of recurrence.)

111. Surviving adult Ailinginze pecspleexposed to fallout. (Estimated
dose : 69 rads external gamma irradiation.)

Total - 8

1. Adenomatous goiter removed at age 45; recovered and was on

thyroid therapy. Died of influenza in 1968.

Iv. Surviving adult [Itirik people exposed tO fallout. (Estimated
dose: 14 rads external gamma plLIs15 rem internal irradiation.)

Total - 120

1. One person developed z nocllularthyroid gland and
underwen~ surg~ry in i96?. As the tissue resemblsd

a follicula~- adenoma in frozen secf:ion, a total
thyroidtactcunyV:2S perfczmecl; h~st~l.ogic sections
.c.anfirmcdthe diagnosis and upg~:ided the degree of
malignancy. She has ~ecovered satisfactorily.

2. Oae person with slight enlargement of onc lobe of
the thyroid to be treated conserva~ively and fibserved.

One c~se of nodular thyroid h2s been found ii>a non-exposed Rcngelap
woman living Oil E!>eye. Thyroid surgery has been recommended for this
patient at Majuro Hospital. No other inst~nces of thyroid abnormal-
ities have been faul~din the control populatioris living on LTt’irik,
Majuro or Zbeye.

It appears that the exposed populations have stabilized so far as the
thyroid reac.tio~s are concerned.
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